Discovering New Solutions
for Baltimore and the Nation
When Johns Hopkins University was founded in 1876, Baltimore was a prosperous and growing city, one of the largest in the country and a leader in industry, commerce, and the arts. Some 140 years later, the cityscape is of varied texture. While one neighborhood enjoys a resurgence of new business, residential, and open-space development, a few blocks away another community suffers from persistently high violent crime rates, abandoned homes, and economic stagnation.

Baltimore is not alone. In many northeastern and midwestern “rust belt” cities, the same problems are all too evident. With rapidly growing costs such as pensions, benefits, and public safety, a shrinking middle class, and a loss of business and jobs, the limited tax base that remains leaves municipal leaders too small a resource base to plan and sustain true change.

What if cities had a powerful and reliable partner that could provide the latest research and know-how to build affordable infrastructure, boost the achievements of urban schools, and develop social programs to help people avoid destructive behavior? A partner that could help create policies and programs to foster new jobs and ensure all citizens an equal chance to thrive? A partner that could produce a constant supply of prospective employees skilled in understanding and resolving complex urban challenges?

With your help, we can become that partner. We seek to raise $100 million to build the Johns Hopkins Institute for the American City, a cross-disciplinary initiative involving the faculty of the schools of Arts and Sciences, Business, Education, Engineering, Nursing, and Public Health, and the Peabody Institute, the Center For Talented Youth, and the Sheridan Libraries. To this diverse cadre of experts the institute will attract dedicated urban scholars from around the world; together they will partner with leaders in the private sector, nonprofit foundations, and municipal and state governments, creating and implementing transformative solutions that will work for Baltimore and scale to other U.S. cities. Philanthropic funding will support professorships, scholarships, fellowships, and innovative learning opportunities for our faculty, students, and community partners.

The success of the Johns Hopkins Institute for the American City will depend on the vision and generosity of those who understand the depth of the challenges our cities face and are inspired by the possibility of resolving them.
The Krieger School is offering a new program that engages with diverse stakeholders to improve city life. Johns Hopkins is engaged in a diverse outreach in city schools. Through mentoring and internships, the Dunbar High School-Hopkins Health Partnership, supported by faculty throughout the university, provides academic enrichment and increases student exposure to biotechnology and health professions. The Whiting School of Engineering’s Center for Educational Outreach works to increase the number of middle and high school students who pursue education and careers in the sciences, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM). The School of Education’s Center for Social Organization of Schools conducts research to improve education at low-performing inner city schools. The Krieger School is offering a new program—the Baltimore Education Fellows—that with the School of Education will enable undergraduates to earn a Master of Arts in Teaching degree and state teaching certification, and find placement in city public schools.

Reducing Violence and Disease, Finding Tomorrow’s Leaders

The schools of Medicine and Nursing and the Bloomberg School of Public Health are developing a sustained partnership between the East Baltimore campus and neighborhood and city organizations. Their focus is to prevent violence and injuries, reduce unwarranted pregnancies, and decrease rates of HIV and other sexually transmitted infections. They have also created a leadership program to cultivate the next generation of health advocates from within the community. The Johns Hopkins Urban Health Institute has been building on this work for more than a decade, improving the health and well-being of Baltimore residents through training and employment assistance, access to health care, and other offerings.

Improving Water Infrastructure and Sustainability

The Whiting School of Engineering collaborates with the Baltimore Metropolitan Water System to identify methods for managing and improving the city’s aging water system infrastructure. The program not only develops practical solutions for existing problems but also studies long-term issues of water system sustainability, reliability, and resilience, producing information of value for Baltimore and other cities facing similar challenges. Access to clean water is now an American issue.

Cultivating Local Film Production, Young Musicians

The Film and Media Studies program at the Krieger School, in partnership with the Maryland Institute and College of the Arts and the Maryland Film Festival, is re-opening the long abandoned Parkway Theatre as a film center, live performance venue, and cultural anchor. Under the Peabody Institute’s Junior Bach program, composition majors give weekly, one-on-one lessons to middle school students, providing excellent role models and a unique creative opportunity for Baltimore youth, and in the process gaining valuable teaching experience and academic credit.
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THE HOPKINS SUMMIT ON REDUCING GUN VIOLENCE

One month to the day after the tragedy at Sandy Hook Elementary School, Johns Hopkins University convened more than 20 global experts in law, medicine, public health, advocacy, and public safety for the Summit on Reducing Gun Violence in America. University President Ronald J. Daniels was joined at the opening session by Michael R. Bloomberg, Engr ’64, Mayor of New York City and co-chair of the Mayors Against Illegal Guns, and Maryland Governor Martin O’Malley. The summit analyzed the latest research to present comprehensive recommendations regarding background checks, purchases by high-risk individuals, trafficking, and other topics, many of which were present in the proposals announced by President Barack Obama the next day. The summit and accompanying book Reducing Gun Violence in America: Informing Policy with Evidence and Analysis (Johns Hopkins University Press) represent the high level of impact the Johns Hopkins Institute for the American City seeks to achieve.
A NEW APPROACH

Helping to lead the revitalization of Baltimore and other American cities is a massive challenge. Some might ask why a university should seek to do so.

Across Johns Hopkins we believe that our success is tightly linked with the future of our city, compelling us to partner with stakeholders across Baltimore to achieve that success. Those resources include our historic strengths in research and our established expertise in public health, business, engineering, education, and the arts and sciences; our decades of experience in planning and implementing community programs; and the extensive network we have built with neighborhood, community, city, and state leaders.

While these resources are invaluable, in themselves they are not sufficient to the task. We must create a new approach that more strategically unites and coordinates not only our many concerned Johns Hopkins schools, centers, and programs, but also the external organizations with which they partner. Across this broader field we must continue to apply our highest standards of research, creating evidence-based solutions and developing still deeper experience from which we can learn and progress. We must train a new generation of students, provide them with experience through internships, and help them launch careers that will carry this work forward for the next fifty years. With your support, the Johns Hopkins Institute for the American City will have a direct impact on the citizens of Baltimore and lead the way for other cities facing similar problems.

TOGETHER, WE WILL ACHIEVE GREAT THINGS

The Johns Hopkins Institute for the American City will be a dynamic new interdisciplinary and cross-Baltimore focus that will:

Find answers by recruiting leading cross-disciplinary faculty and investing in collaborative research projects to expand knowledge on a wide range of issues touching on the future of urban centers.

Educate the next generation of leaders by providing undergraduates unique community-based learning opportunities and supporting graduate students with fellowships for researching issues of urban policy, designing and implementing community development projects, and learning crucial leadership skills.

Identify and strengthen the most effective partnerships, collaborations, and research and educational programs among faculty, students, and community leaders.

Invest in specific projects through a research opportunity fund that will promote overlapping interests of university and neighborhood groups, as well as collaborative research with key civic stakeholders.

Collect and distribute new scholarship and ideas, serving governments and other stakeholders as a trusted partner to convene all experts focused in this field.

A FORCE FOR CHANGE

We envision the Johns Hopkins Institute for the American City as a dynamic, new, cross-disciplinary research initiative for urban study and change, focusing first on Baltimore but with the goal of sharing successes with other U.S. and foreign cities as well. The institute will draw together our faculty and students, private sector, foundation, municipal, and state leaders, and other change agents from across Baltimore and the nation to develop and rigorously test solutions for the most pressing urban problems.

Led by a director and esteemed faculty, we will leverage Johns Hopkins’ unparalleled strengths in applied research, education, and health. The institute will marry fundamental theory and empirical research to the university’s diverse urban programs, advancing the shared interests of the university, its neighbors, and Baltimore as a whole. To export our solutions to other Maryland cities and other states, we will engage with policymakers in Annapolis and Washington, D.C.

With your help, the Institute for the American City will become the trusted source for new and powerful projects such as the Henderson-Hopkins School and the Hopkins Summit on Gun Violence in America (see pages 7 and 3). Opportunities will abound for undergraduate study and internships, with the goal of producing a new generation of leaders prepared to deal successfully with urban challenges. Please consider how you can join us as a force for change in American cities.
The Johns Hopkins Institute for the American City will become an incubator for evidence-based, partnership-driven, action-oriented projects that solve problems of unemployment and slow economic growth, urban blight, failing infrastructure, crime, and cultural enrichment in Baltimore’s most marginalized neighborhoods. The institute will strengthen and coordinate existing successful programs and develop new ones, attract accomplished urban scholars to our faculty, and connect our experts to community leaders—our partners in a common agenda for change. Our students will work with front-line leadership in municipal and state government, social service agencies, foundations, and community groups.

**Contributing to Urban Progress Nationally and Globally**

Key objectives of the institute, beyond success in Baltimore, are to spread and scale the lessons learned here to other cities in the United States and around the world, and learn from and apply other cities’ best ideas here. We will accomplish these objectives through national policy summits that engage urban leaders from Baltimore and other cities on issues developed through institute research and practice; through publications aimed at academic, policy-making, and broad public audiences; and by consulting with other cities’ programs. The Hopkins Summit on Reducing Gun Violence in America exemplifies the kind of evidence-based forum the institute will sponsor on dozens of topics. Through such high-profile events, we will establish a national leadership role in innovative urban policy.

**Help Us Lead the Re-emergence of Baltimore and Other American Cities**

The barriers to urban progress in America are many and complex. We believe that our cross-disciplinary expertise, experience, and partnerships, our many deep ties with the city, and the immense energy and dedication of our faculty, students, and partners, will enable us to get to the root causes of urban problems, devise programs and policies to reverse decline, and implement these successfully. We call upon our dedicated friends to help us launch the Johns Hopkins Institute for the American City.
HOW TO TAKE THE NEXT STEP
The Johns Hopkins Institute for the American City welcomes your interest in and support for its important work. There are a number of ways to participate.

LEARN AND SHARE
Visit rising.jhu.edu to learn more about the institute, hear directly from faculty and students engaged in research across our city, and engage with others who are passionate about urban progress. Share your thoughts with us and help spread the word through your professional and personal networks.

MAKE A GIFT
The Johns Hopkins Institute for the American City can succeed only through philanthropic support. Please contact us so that we may help you explore gift opportunities and plan and structure gifts in ways that answer your goals and ours.

CONTACT US TODAY
To pursue any of these options, please contact:
Robert J. Spiller
Associate Vice President, Development and Alumni Relations
Johns Hopkins University
3400 North Charles Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21218
410-516-3400
rising@jhu.edu

THE CHANGING FACE OF EAST BALTIMORE
When Baltimore and state leaders decided to transform the once-blighted area near the Johns Hopkins medical campus in 2000, they asked the university and the Annie E. Casey Foundation to act as core investors. East Baltimore Development Inc., a non-profit formed in 2003, is leading a 20-year, $1.8 billion mixed-use revitalization project funded by the city, state, and federal agencies and other philanthropies and private business owners. Nearly $300 million of construction projects were completed, or got under way, in 2012. Anchoring the project is the 1.1 million square foot Science + Technology Park at Johns Hopkins, created to provide state-of-the-art laboratories and office facilities to support the research requirements of private companies and research institutions.